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Abstract
TasPython is a recently formed Python User Group (PUG) located in Greece. Its 
birth, a result of a few people who wanted to help each other to learn Python, took 
place in February, 1st. After a few months of infancy, it was decided that needs more 
space than the small circle of the few friends. The subsequent boom resulted in a 
few interesting developments.
1. A few moments before Big Bang 
A small  company  of  friends  is  gathered  in  a  local  tea  house.  They  are  heatly 
discussing  an  idea  which  had  come  up  suddenly.  They  should  do  something 
different.  As  a  saying goes:  “You are  unique  like  anyone else”.  A few of  them 
advertise Python because of its simplicity. They have already agreed on a common 
denominator. Their effort should be part of a team which is consisted by more than 
one person. They don't do it  just to learn something related to Computer Science 
(they are all students in the department of Computer Engineering and Informatics). 
They  do  it  for  fun,  for  getting  another  chance  to  meet  more  people  and  feel 
productive  doing  in  their  spare  time  something  more  than  the  trivial  towards  a 
common goal. A few sips later a decision had been taken. Python will act as the 
unifying concept  of their  effort.  And the name of it:  TasPython. A word pun in 
Greek meaning “We rock” combined with the word Python.
2. The infancy
Years in computing science and in anything related to computers are dog (or god?) 
years. Their equivalent is seven normal years. The first months of TasPython were in 
a small circle of people. There were exercises developed by the members of their 
community.  There were  also some tutorials.  But  now, there  was need for  more! 
September had come. A new academic year was at the beginning and even though 
new year starts somewhere around the early days of January, for many things the 
start is in September, having full energy after a Greek summer. Two special meetings 
arranged to address this matter.
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3. TasPython: The rebirth
In the two arranged meetings, was decided to take the big step. The meetings, from 
now on, would take place in the department of Computer Engineering and invite 
even more people to attend to TasPython meetings. They would include a series of 
presentations  about  Python  and  special  presentations  of  some  tools  built  using 
Python (ie  Mercurial,  Django and others).  The development  of simple  guides in 
Greek  (there  was  a  severe  lack  of  them)  should  be  continued,  retaining  the 
educational  character  of  taspython.eu.  Nevertheless,  the nature  of  the  site  would 
change.  A project  should be developed in parallel.  Later,  this  project  was CEID 
Battle,  which began as an internal  joke using some images from the site  of our 
school and had a big success among the students of the department.
4. The modern era
The first  meeting  in  the  University  was  the  beginning  of  a  series  of  successful 
meetings. More than forty people came up. The president of the department,  Mr. 
Tsakalidis, congratulated our efforts in person, for this peer to peer learning effort. 
The  nexts  events  included  the  continuation  of  the  short  lectures  of  Python, 
presentations of CEID Battle and some surprises! George Portokaloglou, one of the 
co-ordinators of Greek FOSSCOMM talk to us about why it is useful to participate 
in such efforts. Dimitris Glezos, founder of Indifex and member of Fedora Project 
Board, talk us about another perspective of Python. His professional experience with 
Python and Django and how being an open source developer enables you to travel 
around all over the world! Videos and photos of these meeting have been uploaded 
on the Internet. They are in Greek, but if you are interested we could subtitle them.
5. The future
The future lies in our hands! TasPython is a community effort which empowers us 
with the ability to overcoming obstacles at a faster pace with higher success rate. 
Through our effort, we discovered that there are people out there who are interested 
in what we do, in who we are and about how our community matures. If you liked 
our story, do not let it be just a random article that you read. Participate in your local 
PUG. You do not have to be a Python guru. No one knows anything. We meet to 
learn  through the  experience  of  others.  But  not  only that.  A PUG is  formed by 
people. There are always interesting stories behind them. Try to unveil them! On the 
other hand, if there is no PUG in your neighbourhood it is time to form one! Gather 
a few friends of yours who share your common interest  and begin setting small 
goals. Find a place to host your meetings and prepare for something that may exceed 
your initial plans!
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